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Abstract: 

   

In this paperwork are presented the SolidWorks analysis steps taken for to preliminary strength study of a 

designed part, using SimulationExpress module. There are presented the settings that have to be done for 

such analysis and the results shown by this software module. The MEF elements that are taken into 

account are specific to a static analysis completed with imposed safety factor distribution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In [1], it has been presented that SolidWorks SimulationExpress module has the 

capability to perform a preliminary strength study, that can lead to reducing time to market by 

reducing the number of product development cycles and even optimize the design. Also it can 

be reduce the cost by testing the model using the computer, rather than field tests. 

Also, by using Optimize step of evaluation of a design, it can be compared results 

from different designs to ensure a better and sustainable solution for the product. 

Two modules are available for the task: SolidWorks SimulationExpress that handles 

parts (solid bodies only) and is included in the core software, and SolidWorks Simulation that 

handles parts and assemblies, which is available as a separate product. The second module 

includes configuration support and expanded options [2]. 

 

2. SIMULATION EXPRESS STUDY ON DESIGNED PART  
The part taking into account is a spacer flange made of OL 52- STAS 500/2 

(Romanian standard) – with international equivalent St-52-3[3]. The geometric modeling does 

not raise any issues, speaking of a simple part. 

In figure 1 is shown the SimulationExpress manager interface applied on flange 

model. 

When you have a part open, the Task Manager tree appears in the left with 

the Material section at the top to let you begin by selecting or modifying the part's material, as 

it shown in figure 1, and in the right you have the SimulationExpress manager interface, to let 

you begin with necessary steps. 
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2.1. Fixtures 

In this step one applies fixtures to faces or edges of the part. 

The studied spacer flange it’s presumed to be part of a hydraulic installation, and it’s 

assembled using 6 screws, of which 3 have lost their tightening capacity over the time, due to 

function pressure and wear. So only 3 holes will be considered fixed (figure 2). Because in 

this (simplified) module fixtures are only embedded the results can be unrealistic in the 

vicinity of the fixture. 

 

 
Figure 1. SimulationExpress manager interface  

 

 
Figure 2. Fixtures applied on 3/6 holes 
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2.2. Loads 

As mentioned, in this step are applied forces, pressures, or both to faces of the part. 

We consider the working pressure of 100 bar applied on a face (figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Pressure on a face of the part  

 

2.3. Material 

In this step it is assigned material properties to the part, by choosing one material from 

library or by defining individual properties. The material with similar characteristics to our 

one is 1023 Carbon Steel Sheet. 

 
Figure 4. Assigning material for the part 
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2.4. Run 

By using the default settings or changed settings for the simulation it’s done the 

analysis, which is static analysis by FEM of studied part, with default settings for the type of 

finite element and mesh density. Some considerations about settings specific to FEM analysis 

can be found in [4]. 

 

2.5. Results 

After running the analysis we can display simulation results as: 

a - animation of the part as it stretches under the load (figure 5); It can be seen that the part 

isn’t very much deformed, so this working pressure isn’t to high for the part, meaning that so 

far was well designed. 

 

 
Figure 5. Animation of model (deformed shape) 

 

b - deformed shape of the model (figure 5);  

If the model doesn’t deform as expected one can return to the very first step of 

simulation for various modification. 

 

c - VonMises stress distribution in the model with or without annotation for the maximum and 

minimum stress values (figure 6); 

It can be seen that maximum value is 408x10
5
 N/m

2
, which is about one fifth of yield 

strength (2826x10
5
 N/m

2
), specified by software based on properties of chosen material 

meaning there is no problem with stress value. 

 

d - resultant displacement distribution in the model with or without annotation for the 

maximum and minimum displacement values (figure 7); 
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It can be seen that maximum value is 8.88x10
-3

 mm, which is quite lower and can lead 

only to oil leaks especially on hydraulic shocks. Despite this situation, the part presents itself 

quite good in the hypothesis that only 3 screws of 6 still tighten the spacer flange, showing the 

oversize used often in design, hence the possibility of dimensional optimization. 

 

 
Figure 6. VonMises stress distribution 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Displacement distribution 
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e - critical areas where the safety factor is less than a specified value (figure8). 

 It can be seen, from the uniform color, that aren’t any zones below the FOS=1, 

the default Factor Of Safety of SimulationExpress module. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Safety factor distribution 

3. CONCLUSIONS  

As it can be seen, SolidWorks SimulationExpress module provides almost real-time 

feedback on design variables in terms of strength limits. Results appear in the Manager tree, 

which updates dynamically with any changes, meaning stress distribution, displacement 

distribution, deformed shape and FOS distribution. 

By following the steps and the settings described in this paper, we have performed a 

study of stress behavior of a designed part, and in the end we could draw conclusions of part 

functioning, by testing the model using this computer software. This is useful to compare with 

experimental results or for better and quicker design of products. 
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